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Stimuli-activatable and subcellular organelle-targeted agents with multimodal therapeutics are urgently

desired for highly precise and effective cancer treatment. Herein, a CO/light dual-activatable Ru(II)-oligo-

(thiophene ethynylene) (Ru-OTE) for lysosome-targeted cancer therapy is reported. Ru-OTE is prepared

via the coordination-driven self-assembly of a cationic conjugated oligomer (OTE-BN) ligand and a Ru(II)

center. Upon the dual-triggering of internal gaseous signaling molecular CO and external light, Ru-OTE

undergoes ligand substitution and releases OTE-BN followed by dramatic fluorescence recovery, which

could be used for monitoring drug delivery and imaging guided anticancer treatments. The released

OTE-BN selectively accumulates in lysosomes, physically breaking their integrity. Then, the generated

cytotoxic singlet oxygen (1O2) causes severe lysosome damage, thus leading to cancer cell death via

photodynamic therapy (PDT). Meanwhile, the release of the Ru(II) core also suppresses cancer cell

growth as an anticancer metal drug. Its significant anticancer effect is realized via the multimodal

therapeutics of physical disruption/PDT/chemotherapy. Importantly, Ru-OTE can be directly photo-

activated using a two-photon laser (800 nm) for efficient drug release and near-infrared PDT.

Furthermore, Ru-OTE with light irradiation inhibits tumor growth in an MDA-MB-231 breast tumor model

with negligible side effects. This study demonstrates that the development of an activatable Ru(II)-

conjugated oligomer potential drug provides a new strategy for effective subcellular organelle-targeted

multimodal cancer therapeutics.
Introduction

Cancer, with its high mortality and low therapeutic treatment
efficiency, is one of the most serious healthcare problems that
threatens human health worldwide.1 The development of highly
precise and effective agents, as well as therapeutic methods, is
urgently desired for cancer treatments.2,3 Photodynamic therapy
(PDT) has been clinically approved as a non-invasive and
effective alternative approach to traditional treatments for
various types of cancer due to its negligible drug resistance and
minimal side effects.4 In PDT, photosensitizers (PSs) can be
excited by light and sensitize the surrounding oxygen to
produce cytotoxic reactive oxygen species (ROS), which lead to
cell death through vasculature damage, apoptosis and/or
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necrosis pathways, and acute inammatory reactions.5–8

However, conventional PSs may suffer low effectiveness because
of their strict dependence on an abundant oxygen supply,
undesirable nonspecic photodamage and simple therapeutic
model.9 Stimuli-activatable PSs for multimodal therapeutics
provide a new opportunity to cancer therapy, aimed at
improving their therapeutic precision and efficiency.

Stimuli-activatable agents combined with PSs and drugs,
have attracted increasing attention in cancer therapy in virtue of
their selective activation, targeted delivery, high systemic safety,
and enhanced therapeutic efficiency.10–13 Upon selective activa-
tion by external and/or internal stimulations, stimuli-
activatable agents release active therapeutic moieties (PSs and
drugs) that exercise multi-modal PDT and chemotherapy func-
tions, thus improving selectivity and reducing toxicity towards
non-triggered normal tissues. Importantly, subcellular
organelle-targeted PDT can enhance the therapeutic efficiency
as ROS work robustly in a small radius in biological
systems.9,14–16 In particular, lysosomes have emerged as a target
for PDT owing to their close relationship with apoptosis. It has
been demonstrated that lysosome damage caused by PDT is
more efficacious in leading to cell death rather than other
organelles.17–20 Lysosome-targeted PSs are promising agents for
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 11515–11524 | 11515
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highly efficient and precise PDT. To date, the reported stimuli-
activatable PSs were prepared via non-covalent interactions
(electrostatic interactions, hydrophobic interactions and van
der Waals force) and were initiated by only one type of stimu-
lation (e.g., light or pH). PSs that are dual-activated via internal
gaseous signaling molecules and external light with robust
spatiotemporal precision further increases the biosafety and
reduces the risk of systemic toxicity. The construction of cova-
lently stable and dual-activatable systems for lysosome-targeted
multimodal cancer treatment remains a big challenge to
augment therapeutics controllability, precision and efficiency.

Ru(II) complexes have proven to be promising anticancer
metal drugs by taking advantages of their improved selectivity,
preferable biocompatibility, and better therapeutic effects.21,22

Generally, some Ru(II) complexes can produce 1O2 and undergo
ligand substitution under light irradiation to release Ru(II)
species and ligands for chemotherapy and PDT.23–29 In terms of
Ru(II) complexes, an activated uorescence system as a thera-
peutic platform for imaging cancer cells, monitoring drug
delivery and multimodal cancer treatment has been rarely re-
ported. Recently, cationic conjugated oligomers (including
cationic oligo(p-phenylene vinylene), oligo(p-phenylene ethyny-
lene)s, and oligo-(thiophene ethynylene) (OTE)), have been
shown to exhibit high antibacterial and antitumor activity on
account of their noticeable PDT effect.30–32 In addition, cationic
conjugated oligomers usually exhibit strong light-harvesting
ability and high uorescence quantum yield,33,34 which form
a solid base for investigating the dynamic distribution of drugs
inside cells.35 In particular, OTE can physically break the
membrane structure of microorganisms efficiently.36 Thus, it
would be appealing to design and construct a cationic conju-
gated oligomer-based dual-activatable potential drug system for
lysosome-targeted multimodal cancer treatment together with
uorescence monitored drug delivery.

In this work, we designed and synthesized a new dual-
activatable Ru(II)-conjugated oligomer agent (Ru-OTE) through
the coordination-driven self-assembly of a cationic conjugated
oligomer ligand (OTE-BN) and a Ru(II) center. Carbon monoxide
(CO) is an intracellular gaseous signaling molecule and an
intrinsic metal ligand in enzymes,37 the production of which
will increase in the body under certain pathophysiological
conditions (e.g. inammation).38 Herein, CO and light as
internal and external stimulants, respectively, are applied to
trigger the release of OTE-BN (PSs) and Ru(II) agents. As shown
in Scheme 1, Ru-OTE has weak uorescence due to the heavy
atom effect, and can be uptaken by cancer cells. Subsequently,
OTE-BN is released from Ru-OTE via the dual-activation of CO
and light. The released OTE-BN then emits bright uorescence
and selectively accumulates in lysosomes, physically breaking
their integrity. Besides this, the generated cytotoxic 1O2 causes
severe lysosome damage, thus leading to cancer cell death via
PDT. Meanwhile, the release of Ru(II) anticancer agents also
suppresses cancer cell growth as anticancer metal drugs.39–41

Signicant anti-cancer effect was realized by the multimodal
therapeutics of physical disruption/PDT/chemotherapy. This
study reports a cationic conjugated oligomer-based dual-
activatable system for lysosome-targeted multimodal cancer
11516 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 11515–11524
treatment together with uorescence monitored drug delivery,
which paves the way to the development of a more secure,
effective and intelligent therapeutic potential drug.
Results and discussion
Design, synthesis and characterization of Ru-OTE

To obtain a multifunctional agent for synergistic cancer
therapy, a novel cationic conjugated oligomer-Ru(II) complex
Ru-OTE was designed. The synthesis route of Ru-OTE is dis-
played in Fig. 1 and the detailed synthesis procedures are shown
in the ESI.† Conjugated oligomer 9 with a cyano group was
obtained via a Sonogashira coupling reaction of compound 3
and 8 in a yield of 52%. Ru(biq)2Cl2 and Ru-H2O were synthe-
sized according to the literature.24 The reaction of Ru-H2O with
9 afforded Ru-OTE-pre in a yield of 11% through coordination
between Ru and the cyano group on compound 9. Then,
cationic Ru-OTE was prepared via the quaternization reaction of
Ru-OTE-Pre with CH3I in a yield of 98%, which imparted Ru-
OTE with water-solubility and the benet of being able to be
applied in biomedical applications without the involvement of
harmful organic solvents. Additionally, OTE-BN was obtained
via a quaternization reaction as a control molecule in following
investigations. All intermediates and the nal product Ru-OTE
were fully characterized by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy and mass spectrometry (Fig. S12–S23, ESI†). The
photophysical properties, ROS generation ability and optical
response of Ru-OTE towards CO and light were studied prior to
exploring the biomedical applications. As shown in Fig. 2a and
S1,† Ru-OTE exhibits a broad metal-to-ligand charge transfer
(MLCT) band, with three absorption peaks at 348, 556 and
674 nm, respectively, indicating that the photocleavage of the
Ru-cyano coordination bond in Ru-OTE could be induced in the
whole white light region. Besides this, Ru-OTE displays two
emission peaks at 412 and 440 nm. The maximal absorption of
OTE-BN is located at 371 nm, while two absorption peaks at 344
and 593 nm are observed for Ru-H2O. The emission peaks of
OTE-BN and Ru-H2O appear at 438 and 445 nm, respectively.
CO/light dual-activatable response

Furthermore, the optical response of Ru-OTE towards CO and
light was explored to prove its dual-activation properties.
CORM-3 was chosen as a CO release agent in the following
studies. CO coordinates with Ru(II) and undergoes ligand
exchange so that OTE-BN is released from Ru-OTE. The uo-
rescence of OTE-BN is subsequently recovered due to the
inhibited heavy atomic effect. As shown in Fig. 2c, the uores-
cence intensity indeed increased aer the addition of CO. A
1.76-fold intensity enhancement was observed and the uores-
cence reached a plateau upon the addition of 10 mM CORM-3
(Fig. 2d). The low detection limit was calculated to be 98 nM
(S/N ¼ 3). Fig. S2† displays the rapid response of Ru-OTE to CO,
where the ligand substitution of water by CO at the Ru(II) center
was achieved within 15 min. Then, the selectivity of Ru-OTE
towards CO was investigated by assaying the uorescence of
Ru-OTE in the presence of various species, including hydrogen
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Scheme 1 Schematic illustration of CO/light dual-activatable Ru-OTE agent for lysosome-targeted multimodal cancer therapeutics.
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peroxide (H2O2), hydrogen sulde (H2S), nitric oxide (NO),
cysteine, glutathione (GSH), peroxynitrite anion (ONOO�),
carbonate anionnitrite (HCO3

�), sodium citrate (NaCit), ascor-
bic acid (AA) and imidazole. As shown in Fig. 2e, negligible
uorescence changes were observed for the interferents, except
for CO. This result distinctly demonstrates that Ru-OTE can be
specically activated by CO.

The optical response of Ru-OTE to light was also studied by
measuring its uorescence intensity aer irradiation with white
light. Light illumination breaks the Ru(II)–cyano bonds in Ru-
OTE, then OTE-BN is quickly and efficiently released, leading
to an enhancement in uorescence intensity (Fig. 2f). Around
10.8-fold increase in intensity was achieved when Ru-OTE was
irradiated by white light (25 mW cm�2) for 18 min, which was
higher than that of CO. To investigate the synergistic response of
Ru-OTE co-activated by CO and light, Ru-OTE was incubated
with CO for 15 min followed by irradiation with light. As shown
in Fig. 2g, the uorescence intensity increased rapidly and
reached maximum at 15 min, which was faster than that only by
light irradiation (Fig. 2h). This result indicates that the syner-
gistic effect of CO and light accelerates the release of OTE-BN. To
directly conrm the release of OTE-BN from Ru-OTE, high-
resolution mass spectra of Ru-OTE before and aer activation
by CO and/or light were measured. As shown in Fig. 2i, there was
no peak of OTE-BN at 386.6662 (m/z) in the spectrum of the Ru-
OTE group. While a peak for OTE-BN obviously appeared aer
Ru-OTE was activated by CO, light and CO + light, which solidly
conrmed the valid activation of Ru-OTE by CO and light.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
1O2 generation capacity of Ru-OTE

Additionally, the 1O2 generation capacity of the Ru-OTE system
in the presence of CO and light was explored using a singlet
oxygen sensor green reagent (SOSG). As shown in Fig. 2b, the
uorescence of SOSG dramatically increased upon the addition
of Ru-OTE, which was similar to that of OTE-BN. Interestingly,
higher uorescence intensity was detected aer Ru-OTE was
incubated with CO. When SOSG was mixed with Ru-H2O, the
uorescence remained the same as the control. In addition, as
displayed in Fig. S3,† the 1O2 quantum yield of OTE-BN was
measured to be 1.05 using 9,10-anthracenediyl-bis(methylene)
dimalonic acid (ABDA) as an indicator and rose bengal (RB)
as a standard reference (1O2 quantum yield ¼ 0.75).42,43 These
results reasonably conrm that Ru-OTE can be regarded as an
effective PDT agent for antitumor treatment, which is probably
due to the release of OTE-BN from Ru-OTE. Importantly, the
synergistic release of OTE-BN via the dual activation of CO and
light lead to the higher production of 1O2.
Intracellular response of Ru-OTE towards light/CO

The excellent CO/light dual-activatable system, desirable turn-
on uorescence properties and high 1O2 generation capacity
of the activatable Ru-OTE system paved the way for exploring
the bioapplications of activable drug delivery monitoring and
multimodal cancer therapeutics. Firstly, the intracellular
response of Ru-OTE towards light (as an external stimulus) and
CO (as an internal stimulus) in MDA-MB-231 human breast
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 11515–11524 | 11517



Fig. 1 The synthesis route of Ru-OTE. (a) Br(CH2)6Br, THF, KOH, 85 �C, 12 h; (b) NIS, CH2Cl2/CH3COOH, r.t., 8 h; (c) 4-hydroxybenzonitrile,
K2CO3, 18-crown-6, acetone, 80 �C, 8 h; (d) Br(CH2)3OH, toluene, NaHSO4, 100 �C, 12 h; (e) NH(CH3)2, THF, r.t., 24 h; (f) TMSA, Pd(PPh3)2Cl2/CuI,
triethylamine, 100 �C, 12 h; (g) THF, CH3OH, K2CO3, r.t. 3 h; (h) TMSA, diethylamine/CHCl3, Pd(PPh3)2Cl2/CuI, 35 �C, 2 h; (i) CH3I, CHCl3, 48 h; (j)
LiCl, N,N-dimethylformamide, 135 �C, overnight; (k) AgPF6/KPF6, ethanol/H2O, 90 �C, 5 h; (l) OTE-BN, acetone, 56 �C, 12 h; (m) CH3I, CHCl3/
CH3OH, 48 h.
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cancer cells was studied. MDA-MB-231 cells were incubated
with Ru-OTE in the dark for 2, 4, 6, and 8 h, followed by irra-
diation with white light (25 mW cm�2) for 30 min. As shown in
Fig. S4a and b,† the signal of Ru-OTE in cells gradually
increased with incubation time, reaching a maximum at 6 h,
indicating the complete cellular uptake of Ru-OTE. Then, the
response of Ru-OTE to endogenous CO was next investigated. As
heme induces endogenous CO production, MDA-MB-231 cells
were treated with heme for 2, 4, 6, and 8 h, then incubated with
Ru-OTE for 6 h. As shown in Fig. S4c and d,† the uorescence
intensity of Ru-OTE inside cells indeed increased along with the
heme treatment time, which was due to endogenous CO coor-
dinating with Ru-OTE and releasing uorescent OTE-BN.
Furthermore, the dual-activation of Ru-OTE by CO/light was
studied aer cells being treated with heme and irradiated by
light. As shown in Fig. S5,† bright blue uorescence was
observed when cells were treated by both hemin and light,
indicating that dual-stimulation generates stronger uores-
cence than only one treatment. These results verify that the
release of OTE-BN and Ru(II) species from Ru-OTE can be dual-
activated via external and internal stimulation, thus improving
the delivery efficacy and accuracy, and reducing the possible
11518 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 11515–11524
deciency of single stimulus. Such release was also monitored
by uorescence imaging. Additionally, the morphological
structure of the cells was gradually destroyed, which may result
from the 1O2 produced by OTE-BN under light irradiation
(Fig. S5†).
CO/light dual-activation drug delivery and cell cytotoxicity

A schematic diagram of a CO/light dual-activatable Ru-OTE
agent for lysosome-targeted cancer therapeutics is illustrated
in Fig. 3a. Upon the CO/light dual-activation of Ru-OTE, OTE-
BN and Ru(II) species were released, which was accompanied
by uorescence turn-on. OTE-BN undergoes targeted accumu-
lation in lysosomes and physically breaks lysosomes,36,44,45

meanwhile 1O2 is robustly generated for PDT under light irra-
diation. Besides this, the Ru(II) species also suppressed cancer
cell growth as an anticancer metal drug. The half-maximal
inhibitory concentration (IC50) values of Ru-OTE, Ru-H2O and
OTE-BN under dark and light irradiation conditions were
measured. As shown in Fig. 3b and S6,† the IC50dark values of
Ru-OTE, Ru-H2O and OTE-BN were determined to be 12.6, 13.5
and 8.0 mM, respectively. The IC50light values of Ru-OTE, Ru-H2O
and OTE-BN were as low as 1.2, 7.2 and 3.8 mM, respectively. In
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 The photophysical properties, ROS generation ability and optical response of Ru-OTE towards CO and light. (a) Normalized absorption
and emission spectra of Ru-OTE, OTE-BN and Ru-H2O in aqueous solution. (b) Fluorescence intensity of SOSG at 525 nm in tris (100mM, pH 7.5)
in the presence of different agents under white light irradiation (5 mW cm�2, 5 min) with an excitation wavelength of 504 nm [SOSG] ¼ [other
agents] ¼ 1.0 mM. (c) Fluorescence emission spectra and (d) intensity at 438 nm of Ru-OTE (1.0 mM) in PBS (10 mM, pH 7.4) in the presence of
different concentrations of CO. (e) Selectivity of Ru-OTE towards CO. The concentration of all of the analytes is 10 mM. The excitationwavelength
is 371 nm. The error bars represent the standard deviations of three parallel assays. (A–J) H2O2, H2S, NO, Cys, GSH, ONOO�, HCO3

�, NaCit, AA
and imidazole. (f) Fluorescence emission spectra of Ru-OTE (1.0 mM) in PBS after white light irradiation (25 mW cm�2). (g) Fluorescence emission
spectra of Ru-OTE (1.0 mM) in PBS in the presence of the CO after white light irradiation (25 mW cm�2). (h) Fluorescence intensity at 438 nmwith
respect to light irradiation time. lex: 371 nm. (i) High-resolution mass spectra of Ru-OTE before and after activation by CO and/or light.

Edge Article Chemical Science
addition, the phototoxicity indexes (PI) of Ru-OTE, Ru-H2O and
OTE-BN were calculated be 10.5, 1.9 and 2.1. It should be noted
that the PI of Ru-OTE is 10.5, which is signicantly higher than
that of the photoreleased products Ru-H2O and OTE-BN,
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
indicating the good performance of Ru-OTE in CO/light dual-
activatable multimodal cancer therapeutics. Subsequently, the
anticancer efficiency of Ru-OTE aer activation by CO and light
was explored. As shown in Fig. 3c, the Ru-OTE + CO group only
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 11515–11524 | 11519



Fig. 3 Schematic illustration, anticancer efficiency and therapeutic mechanism of the CO/light dual-activatable Ru-OTE system. (a) Illustration
of the chemical changes after CO/light dual-activation and explanation of the multimodal anticancer therapeutics. (b) Half-maximal inhibitory
concentration (IC50) values of Ru-OTE, Ru-H2O and OTE-BN against MDA-MB-231 cells in dark or white light irradiation conditions. (c)
Cytotoxicity of Ru-OTE against MDA-MB-231 in the absence and presence of CO, light, or CO + light. n ¼ 6, mean � SD, *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01;
***P < 0.001. (d) CLSM images of MDA-MB-231 cells incubated with Ru-OTE (4.0 mM) and stained by LysoTracker® Red DND-99 in the absence
and presence of CO or light. The fluorescence imaging of Ru-OTE and LysoTracker® Red DND-99were collected at 420–460 nm (lex: 405 nm),
570–670 nm (lex: 559 nm), respectively. Scale bar: 10 mm. (e) CLSM images of MDA-MB-231 cells after incubation with Ru-OTE and stained by
AO in the absence and presence of CO or light. Fluorescence imaging of AOwas collected at 515–545 nm in the green channel and 610–640 nm
in the red channel (lex: 488 nm). Scale bar: 10 mm.

11520 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 11515–11524 © 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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demonstrated slightly stronger cytotoxicity than the Ru-OTE
group, which resulted from the partial delivery and good
biocompatibility of OTE-BN at lower concentration. When cells
were incubated with Ru-OTE and then illuminated with light for
30 min, the cell viability dramatically decreased. Under the
conditions of Ru-OTE (8.0 mM), the cell viabilities of Ru-OTE +
light group and Ru-OTE + light + CO were 15 � 2.0% and 6.9 �
0.4%, respectively, around an 8% improvement in the cell
killing rate. Besides, the data differences of the mentioned two
groups were statistically signicant. It should be noted that the
improved cell killing rates were higher than the data difference
between the Ru-OTE group and Ru-OTE + CO. So, the improved
cell killing rate was found to be due to the synergistic effect of
light/CO, rather than an additive effect, indicating the multi-
modal antitumor effect of Ru-OTE. Finally, Ru-OTE showed
good biocompatibility towards human normal liver HL7702 cell
over some concentration ranges (Fig. S7†), representing poten-
tial for use in biomedical applications.
Fig. 4 NIR two-photon laser activatable Ru-OTE for PDT of cancer
cells. (a) Two-photon laser activatable and fluorescence images of
MDA-MB-231 cells treated with Ru-OTE (4 mM) in a selected area.
Scale bar: 100 mm. (b) Live/dead staining of MDA-MB-231 cells treated
with Ru-OTE (4 mM) for 6 h and then irradiated using a two-photon
laser (l ¼ 800 nm) for 0, 30, 60, and 120 s, respectively. The laser
irradiation area was 600 mm � 600 mm. The fluorescence images of
Calcein AM and PI were collected at 500–540 nm (lex: 488 nm) and
570–620 nm (lex: 559 nm), respectively. Scale bars: 200 mm.
Localization and anticancer mechanism of Ru-OTE

To determine the anticancer mechanism of Ru-OTE, cell colo-
cation experiments were conducted accordingly. MDA-MB-231
cells were cultured with Ru-OTE at 37 �C for 6 h, then they
were dyed with LysoTracker® Red DND-99. As shown in Fig. 3d
and S8a,† aer CO activation, blue uorescence started to be
emitted and the red uorescence of the lysosome tracker
weakened compared to the cell and Ru-OTE groups, indicating
that OTE-BN was released and interacted with lysosomes,
leading to the physical disruption of lysosomal structures.
Notably, when the cells (incubated with Ru-OTE) were illumi-
nated with white light, bright luminescence in the blue channel
and a negligible signal in the red channel were observed,
implying that more OTE-BN was photoreleased and cytotoxic
1O2 almost completely destroyed the lysosomes in the cells. To
conrm these two phenomena, the synthesized OTE-BN was
incubated with cells for cell imaging. Fig. S9† showed that the
uorescence signal in the red channel became weaker aer
incubation with OTE-BN. Importantly, the red uorescence
even disappeared completely upon white light irradiation.
However, when the cells were incubated with Ru-H2O, the
bright red uorescence of the lysosome tracker was observed in
the absence of irradiation. The red color still remained, even
aer illumination with light (Fig. S8a†), which demonstrated
that Ru-H2O has no inuence on the structure of the lysosomes.
These results conrm that the CO/light dual-activation of Ru-
OTE was lysosome-targeted and the disruption of lysosomal
structure mainly resulted from the released OTE-BN and its
generated 1O2. The ROS generation ability of Ru-OTE within
tumor cancers was veried by incubating it with 20,70-dichloro-
uorescin diacetate (DCFH-DA) probe. Aer white light irradi-
ation for 30 min, intracellular green emission originating from
the oxidation of DCFH-DA by 1O2 was observed, while no red
uorescence of LysoTracker was observed (Fig. S10†), which
further suggested the generation of 1O2 inside the cells via
activation of OTE-BN, leading to the breakage of lysosomes.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
To gain deep insight into the inuence that Ru-OTE has on
the integrity of lysosomes, acridine orange (AO) staining was
subsequently performed.46,47 Generally, AO emits intense red
uorescence in acidic lysosomes, while it generates green
uorescence in cytoplasm and nuclei. As shown in Fig. 3e and
S8b,†when cells were incubated with Ru-OTE and dyed with AO,
a large number of red dots in the cytoplasm and green uo-
rescence in the nuclei were observed, validating the existence of
intact lysosomes. Aer CO activation, there were fewer red dots,
while the red dots disappeared aer light activation, implying
the effective disruption of the lysosomal structures in MDA-MB-
231. Moreover, Fig. S11† shows that there were fewer red dots in
the cells incubated with OTE-BN and these even completely
disappeared aer light irradiation because of the production of
1O2. The existence of red dots in the cells incubated with Ru-
H2O in the presence or absence of light irradiation conrmed
the integrity of the lysosomes (Fig. S8b†). According to the
results, it can be concluded that CO/light activates Ru-OTE and
triggers the release of the OTE-BN and Ru(II) species. OTE-BN
specically accumulates in lysosomes and physically breaks
lysosomes, and the generated 1O2 completely destroys lysosome
structures and leads to the uncontrolled release of lysosomal
proteases, thus inducing cell apoptosis.14,48
NIR two-photon activatable PDT

To further expand the bioapplications of the CO/light dual-
activatable Ru-OTE system for anticancer therapeutics and
increase the tissue penetration depth of the used light, a two-
photon laser (l ¼ 800 nm) was applied for NIR light activat-
able synergistic PDT. As shown in Fig. 4a, in the Ru-OTE treated
MDA-MB-231 cell group, the two-photon uorescence signal
was clearly observed in the selected area aer two-photon laser
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 11515–11524 | 11521



Fig. 5 Evaluation of the in vivo anticancer efficiency of the Ru-OTE system in MDA-MB-231 tumor-bearing BALB/c-nude mice. (a) Tumor
volume, (b) body weight, and (c) tumor weight variations of the mice with various treatments. n ¼ 4, mean � SD, *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P <
0.001. (d) Representative photographs of the mice and (e) tumors extracted from the mice in the various groups at the end of the treatments. (f)
Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained tumor sections from tumor-bearing mice at the end of treatment. Scale bar: 300 mm.
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(l ¼ 800 nm) irradiation, while no signal was detected in the
unirradiated region, conrming that OTE-BN was successfully
two-photon-activated followed by its release in a precise
optically-controlled manner. The cells without Ru-OTE treat-
ment did not emit blue uorescence neither in the presence nor
absence of laser irradiation. Importantly, the morphology of the
cells aer selective laser irradiation was indeed destroyed,
implying the NIR PDT potential of Ru-OTE. Furthermore, the
two-photon PDT of Ru-OTE was evaluated by live/dead cell
staining aer two-photon laser (l ¼ 800 nm) irradiation. As
shown in Fig. 4b, the cells incubated with Ru-OTE without laser
irradiation and only irradiated with the laser for 120 s were
almost kept alive. However, Ru-OTE treated cells upon laser
irradiation for 30, 60 and 120 s gradually died and all the cells in
the selected region were killed aer 120 s of laser irradiation,
conrming that the Ru-OTE system could be directly activated
by a two-photon laser for efficient PDT of cancer cells.
In vivo anticancer therapy

In vivo tumor suppression experiments were carried out to
further evaluate the validity of Ru-OTE based on a MDA-MB-231
breast tumor model. The tumor-bearing mice were divided into
three groups: PBS as a control, Ru-OTE, and Ru-OTE with white
light irradiation. As shown in Fig. 5a, mice in the Ru-OTE group
exhibited fractional tumor suppression due to the partial
release of OTE-BN from Ru-OTE under CO activation. Expect-
edly, the Ru-OTE with light irradiation (10 mw cm�2) group
11522 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 11515–11524
demonstrated signicant hindrance of tumor growth, in which
the tumor volume was suppressed greatly over 14 days. The
average tumor weight in the Ru-OTE + light group was much
lighter than that in the other two groups (Fig. 5c). The superior
antitumor effect of Ru-OTE in the presence of light was mainly
due to synergistic PDT and chemotherapy by CO/light dual-
activation. Representative photos of the mice and tumors
extracted from the mice also conrmed these results (Fig. 5d
and e). Moreover, the body weight was monitored for these
groups to estimate toxicity. As shown in Fig. 5b, no obvious
uctuations in body weight were observed for all of the groups,
indicating the negligible side effects of Ru-OTE and white light
irradiation. To further verify the dramatic therapeutic effi-
ciency, histological hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining
assays were carried out aer 14 days of treatment (Fig. 5f). The
results showed large areas of apoptosis and necrosis, indicating
that Ru-OTE exposure to light irradiation exhibits remarkable
therapeutic effectiveness.
Conclusions

In summary, a CO/light dual-activatable Ru-OTE agent for
lysosome-targeted multimodal cancer therapeutics was rstly
reported. Upon the dual-triggering of CO and light, Ru-OTE
undergoes ligand substitution and releases OTE-BN, followed
by dramatic uorescence recovery for monitoring drug delivery.
Multimodal cancer therapeutics was achieved relying on the
following models: (1) the released OTE-BN selectively
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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accumulated in the lysosome, physically breaking its integrity.
(2) Then, the generated cytotoxic 1O2 causes severe lysosome
damage, thus leading to cancer cell death via PDT. (3) The
release of the Ru(II) agent also suppressed cancer cell growth as
an anticancer metal drug. (4) Importantly, Ru-OTE was directly
photo-activated using a two-photon laser (800 nm) for efficient
NIR PDT. This study demonstrates that the development of
a dual-activatable Ru(II)-conjugated oligomer potential drug
provides a new strategy for highly precise and effective subcel-
lular organelle-targeted multimodal cancer therapeutics.
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